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Tank McNamara is a daily syndicated comic strip written and illustrated by Bill Hinds. The strip debuted on August 5, ,
with Jeff Millar as writer and Hinds as illustrator. Hinds took over writing after the death of Millar in late November due to
reporter who used to be a defensive lineman in the National Football League.

She accompanies Tank to many work assignments, often assisting him in undercover reporting. In fact, he
owns four of the best five seasons - and he threw just five interceptions a career low on passes. For instance,
there is a humorous moment in Black Panther where T'Challa tries to refer to him as "The Infamous Fu
Manchu," only to be interrupted as soon as he reached the "F" in his name. Card Games The Legend of the
Five Rings card game suffered from this big time when the International Olympic Committee decided to
enforce its ownership of five linked rings. At the end of the day, we can all identify with this. Another Bill
Mantlo creation, Rom Spaceknight , has a similar issue. For a few years in the mid's, DC Comics did not have
the rights to the name Superboy , as they were in legal contention at the time. The end result is that the
Necromancer subplot is in broad strokes the same as in The Quest of Erebor, but has to be different in the
details because if it wasn't they'd be adapting something they don't have the right to. Wait, they own that one,
too? The club was founded in the garage of their house, but to clear space for its activities, Calvin and
purportedly Hobbes push Calvin's parents' car, causing it to roll into a ditch but not suffer damage ; the
incident prompts the duo to change the club's location to Calvin's treehouse. Their 26 rushing touchdowns
ranked No 1, and importantly, they protected the ball: Just 16 giveaways all season - only Green Bay and
Seattle turned the ball over less. While the producers initially got around it by having the actor portraying
Jackson re-enact most of the poses used in his album covers and posters, they hit a brick wall when it came to
his music. With the new acquisition came more clients and experienced agents, including Lynn. The English
localizations of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure use this extensively, thanks to the copious references to famous
songs and musicians. Comic Books The reason why Marvel Comics made sure to publish a comic with a
character named Captain Marvel every few years was so that the trademark didn't lapse and DC Comics
couldn't swoop in and use it with their Captain Marvel purchased from Fawcett Comics â€” the original
Captain Marvel. Menacing to some and a true challenge to others. We saw that, and we understood that most
these guys had cross-trained backgrounds, coming from poverty-stricken neighborhoods growing up and
coming into a whole lot of money at a very young age. Years later, DC didn't really give two shits about this
film and, by the time it showed up on Mystery Science Theater , it was restored to its old title. Lil Wayne and
Bryant have been sports fans their entire lives but decided they wanted to contribute more to the sports
industry. When trying to provide a cliche name for the chain diner in Ghost World Terry Zwigoff and Daniel
Clowes had to go through a couple dozen possibilities before they found one not currently in use by a real
restaurant. While the TV series creators came up with the title first, they can't use it for a comic. Additionally,
the team no longer includes Mego toy based characters such as Acroyear, Biotron, and Microtron. Case
Keenum launched the ball to Diggs, and he did the impossible - took it to the house as time expired to give the
Vikings a jaw-dropping win. An annual feature was a Christmas tale of Tank's last minute quest to obtain that
year's "must have" toy for his nephew. However, certain uses are at least in the United States covered under
what are known as Fair Use Laws. According to the director's DVD Commentary , the original plan was to
give a full Shout-Out complete with roar, but since they couldn't get the okay to do so, they went the other
way and played the Rule of Funny. Better change the name before airtime, or you'll find yourself knee deep in
the paperwork of a trademark infringement lawsuit. He uses the snowman for social commentary, revenge or
pure enjoyment. They can still use his civilian name of Johan Aman, though. Behind head coach Sean Payton
and quarterback Drew Brees, the Saints have occupied the first or second spot in total offensive yardage on six
occasions in the last eight years.


